In a small factory in the heart of America, a man with a passion for American craftsmanship made the products you’re about to see. Notice the unique details created from old-fashioned production techniques. When you buy from Jacob Bromwell®, you aren’t getting a mass-produced item that will be broken and forgotten in a year. You’re purchasing a piece of American history — a timeless product that exhibits beautiful design, best-in-class craftsmanship, and long-lasting quality. Twenty-five years from now, you’ll still be using our American-made products in your home, and the next generation will be able to count on our true Lifetime Guarantee.

In an age when businesses live or die by the next new thing, Jacob Bromwell® has thrived by making the same products the same way for almost 200 years. So go ahead — gather around with family and friends on the open plains and prairies, and relive America’s rich history with authentic, American-made products created just for you. We’re proud to say, “We helped build America.”

jacobbromwell.com
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PURE COPPER EDITIONS
All Jacob Bromwell® copper products are made at our workshop in the lush landscape of Vermont and perfectly capture the essence of our story.
Jacob Bromwell® was founded during the Panic of 1819, America’s first major financial crisis. Our company is older than the invention of the light bulb, the telephone, the automobile, and even electricity. It was established during the era when James Monroe was President of the United States and only 30 years had passed since the United States Constitution was accepted. There were only 22 states in the Union at this time and the first open-land run of the territory of Oklahoma was still a projected 70 years away.

During this period, frontier entrepreneur Jacob Bromwell emigrated from Baltimore, Maryland to a quaint hamlet in Ohio coined Cincinnati, which was just being carved out of the virgin frontier forest. Mr. Bromwell, a veteran of the War of 1812, drifted down the Ohio River on a flatboat with a handful of wire looms where he was prudently able to jumpstart his entrepreneurship during the Panic of 1819 - America’s first major financial crisis.

THE BIRTH OF CINCINNATI, OHIO
Cincinnati developed to become the "Queen City of the West", and as Cincinnati flourished, so did Jacob Bromwell’s wire-goods business. Covered wagons, flatboats, and steamboats embarked on the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers delivering goods in a rapidly growing new nation.

The California Gold Rush began in 1848. During this pristine era, Americans caravanned to the West with their Jacob Bromwell® tin cups, popcorn poppers, and frying pans. Just two short years later, pioneers started their migration across America. Again, a variety of Jacob Bromwell® products were included as part of the necessities needed to carve out an existence on an unknown frontier. These products included flour sifters, cheese graters, and pans, as well as buckets and popcorn poppers. When the Civil War broke out in 1861, Jacob Bromwell® products continued to be a vital part of the pioneers’ daily living. The Transcontinental Railroad was completed in 1869, and Jacob Bromwell® was there through it all.

THE MOVE TO MICHIGAN CITY, INDIANA
In the early 1900s, Jacob Bromwell® moved to Michigan City, Indiana where the company rejoiced in the Roaring 1920s, and the heartbreak of the Great Depression. During this time, the company operated just three days per week, while unconditionally supporting as many hard-working Americans as possible.

Jacob Bromwell® survived the daunting times by loyally adhering to its mission statement, which was to produce the highest quality cooking, baking, and campfire products for American families. Jacob Bromwell® was founded with this mission in mind, and remains committed to it today.

THE FUTURE REMAINS BRIGHT
It falls to but a few companies to celebrate nearly two centuries of business. If Jacob Bromwell® could be transformed from a little wood-frame building into one of America’s leading housewares companies in almost 200 years, what might the next century bring?
HERITAGE COLLECTION

THE HERITAGE COLLECTION BY JACOB BROMWELL®
EPITOMIZES CLASSIC AMERICAN STYLE. MADE IN THE USA
SINCE 1819, THESE PRODUCTS PROUDLY UTILIZE
ORIGINAL, OLD-FASHIONED PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES
THAT CAPTURE THE ADVENTURE BUILT INTO EVERY
JACOB BROMWELL® PRODUCT.
GOURMET FOOD PROCESSOR
Some aspects of cooking shouldn’t be modernized. If you enjoy preparing foods from scratch, you’ll love using our old-fashioned conical strainer.

JacobBromwell.com/gourmet-food-processor

WORLD FAMOUS GRATER
America’s original cheese grater. A timeless kitchen tool since 1819, experienced chefs from coast to coast still turn to Bromwell for their grating needs.

JacobBromwell.com/world-famous-grater
ALL-AMERICAN FLOUR SIFTER
Jacob Bromwell® held the patents to the world’s first flour sifter, and today we’re making it in the original style. The best flour sifter money can buy.

[Link: jacobbromwell.com/all-american-flour-sifter]

SIGNATURE CHESTNUT ROASTER
You hum along every year - but have you ever eaten chestnuts roasted on an open fire? Now you can with our unique, American-made chestnut roaster.

[Link: jacobbromwell.com/signature-chestnut-roaster]

ORIGINAL POPCORN POPPER
We’ve been making these old-fashioned popcorn poppers since 1819, and folks have been enjoying them ever since! A durable customer favorite.

[Link: jacobbromwell.com/original-popcorn/popper]
CLASSIC TIN CUP
Made in small batches, each tin cup is an exact reproduction of the ones our company supplied during the Civil War. Outrageously authentic.

jacobbromwell.com/classic-tin-cup
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

IF THE WORDS “MADE IN USA” ARE IMPORTANT TO YOU, JACOB BROMWELL® IS A NAME YOU’LL ENJOY GETTING TO KNOW. WE BELIEVE THAT WHERE A PRODUCT IS MADE IS JUST AS IMPORTANT AS THE PRODUCT ITSELF. AT A TIME WHEN MOST HOUSEWARES COMPANIES HAVE MOVED THEIR PRODUCTION OFFSHORE, EVERY JACOB BROMWELL® PRODUCT IS STILL HANDCRAFTED RIGHT HERE IN AMERICA, WITH MATERIAL SOURCED DOMESTICALLY. IT’S THE WAY WE’VE DONE IT FOR NEARLY 200 YEARS.
There’s nothing like a heavy, forged iron skillet for cooking a fantastic meal. It’s guaranteed not to rust, crack, peel or break. Available in 3 sizes.

LEGENDARY COLANDER
These iconic, heavy-duty colanders are perfect for spaghetti, vegetables and fresh fruit. Super sturdy and first-rate performance guaranteed.

GOLDEN ERA PIE PLATES
No dessert is more quintessentially American than apple pie, and professional bakers agree our pie pans are the best for baking them! Set of 2.

WONDER SHREDDERS
Made by Bromwell since the 1930s, we are still offering these quality shredders. They’re guaranteed to make cooking and baking jobs easier. 3-piece set.

Heritage Cookie Sheet
Guaranteed for life, nothing bakes cookies better than Bromwell’s cookie sheet. This baking sheet is the trusted choice for experienced bakers.

Golden Era Pie Plates
No dessert is more quintessentially American than apple pie, and professional bakers agree our pie pans are the best for baking them! Set of 2.

Wonder Shredders
Made by Bromwell since the 1930s, we are still offering these quality shredders. They’re guaranteed to make cooking and baking jobs easier. 3-piece set.

Frontier Frying Pan
There’s nothing like a heavy, forged iron skillet for cooking a fantastic meal. It’s guaranteed not to rust, crack, peel or break. Available in 3 sizes.
Forget packing a whole slew of silverware when you head out into the wilderness. Our folding utensil set is an exact copy of the original made nearly 200 years ago.

**Montana Folding Utensils**

[jacobbromwell.com/montana-folding-utensils](jacobbromwell.com/montana-folding-utensils)

---

Our handmade pocket knife features a walnut handle, brass rivets, and an optional hand-sharpened high carbon stainless steel blade. Made in small batches.

**Traditional Pocket Knife**

[jacobbromwell.com/traditional-pocket-knife](jacobbromwell.com/traditional-pocket-knife)

---

Simple and functional, Bromwell’s quality cooling racks are perfectly elevated. Our racks guarantee perfect results for all your baked goods. Set of 2.

**Nostalgic Cooling Rack**

[jacobbromwell.com/nostalgic-cooling-rack](jacobbromwell.com/nostalgic-cooling-rack)

---

Made out of stainless steel for lifetime durability, these deep fry baskets are perfect for whipping up french fries and other delicious fried treats. Set of 2.

**Texas Deep Fry Baskets**

[jacobbromwell.com/texas-deep-fry-baskets](jacobbromwell.com/texas-deep-fry-baskets)

---

There’s nothing more delightful than the smell of fresh, hot-from-the-oven homemade bread. Made in the USA and backed by a Lifetime Guarantee.

**Marshall Bread Pan**

[jacobbromwell.com/marshall-bread-pan](jacobbromwell.com/marshall-bread-pan)

---

Still the best toaster for camping, our Genuine Pyramid Toaster offers a simple, non-electric way to enjoy your breakfast favorite. A rare find.

**Genuine Pyramid Toaster**

[jacobbromwell.com/genuine-pyramid-toaster](jacobbromwell.com/genuine-pyramid-toaster)

---

Simple and functional, Bromwell’s quality cooling racks are perfectly elevated. Our racks guarantee perfect results for all your baked goods. Set of 2.

**Nostalgic Cooling Rack**

[jacobbromwell.com/nostalgic-cooling-rack](jacobbromwell.com/nostalgic-cooling-rack)

---

Made out of stainless steel for lifetime durability, these deep fry baskets are perfect for whipping up french fries and other delicious fried treats. Set of 2.

**Texas Deep Fry Baskets**

[jacobbromwell.com/texas-deep-fry-baskets](jacobbromwell.com/texas-deep-fry-baskets)

---

There’s nothing more delightful than the smell of fresh, hot-from-the-oven homemade bread. Made in the USA and backed by a Lifetime Guarantee.

**Marshall Bread Pan**

[jacobbromwell.com/marshall-bread-pan](jacobbromwell.com/marshall-bread-pan)

---

Still the best toaster for camping, our Genuine Pyramid Toaster offers a simple, non-electric way to enjoy your breakfast favorite. A rare find.

**Genuine Pyramid Toaster**

[jacobbromwell.com/genuine-pyramid-toaster](jacobbromwell.com/genuine-pyramid-toaster)
LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Jacob Bromwell® proudly stands behind the quality of workmanship, craftsmanship, and materials in every product we ship. Our Lifetime Guarantee covers every item for the lifetime of the product, failure of workmanship and craftsmanship, failure of materials, and production defects. Simply put, our guarantee ensures that every item you purchase from Jacob Bromwell® meets your high standards—or you can return it to us for an exchange or complete refund.

MRS. BROMWELL’S CAKE PAN
Not only do our cake pans heat evenly, but they’ll never rust or corrode. These durable pans can be handed down to the next little baker in your family.

GRANDMA’S COOKIE CUTTERS
You’ll make cookies just like grandma did years ago with our nostalgic cookie cutters. Packaged as a set of 4, these cutters are 100% handmade in the USA.

ALL-NATURAL MUFFIN PAN
Bake cupcakes and muffins with our high-quality muffin pans. Professionals have turned to Bromwell for nearly 200 years for all their baking needs.

ALL-PURPOSE FUNNEL
Our aluminum funnels are just what you need to bring back the past at a time when quality was king. Hand spun in the USA by Jacob Bromwell® artisans.

www.jacobbromwell.com/grandmas-cookie-cutters
www.jacobbromwell.com/all-purpose-funnel
www.jacobbromwell.com/all-natural-muffin-pan
HOMESTEAD ROLLING PIN
An enduring classic, Bromwell’s rolling pins are masterfully hand turned and joined using traditional workmanship. Superb performance guaranteed.

old-fashioned-potato-baker

OLD FASHIONED POTATO BAKER
A Bromwell original. Crafted out of durable stainless steel, our old-fashioned potato baker is perfect for warming up meat, vegetables, and more.

homestead-rolling-pin
PURE COPPER EDITIONS

THE STORY OF JACOB BROMWELL® IS NOT ONLY THE STORY OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURING BUT ALSO THE STORY OF HEIRLOOMS BEING PASSED ALONG FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION. ALL JACOB BROMWELL® COPPER PRODUCTS ARE MADE AT OUR WORKSHOP IN THE LUSH LANDSCAPE OF VERMONT AND PERFECTLY CAPTURE THE ESSENCE OF OUR STORY.
GREAT AMERICAN FLASK
Make history with our original, best-selling flask. Features an American birch wood stopper and holds 9 fluid ounces. Engraving available.
jacobbronwell.com/great-american-flask

GREAT MOUNTAIN FLASK
Bigger and bolder than our Great American Flask, this flask holds 13 ounces and features a copper chain with a permanently-attached cork stopper.
jacobbronwell.com/green-mountain-flask

KENTUCKY ROUND FLASK
Unmatched quality and impeccable craftsmanship. The slim, streamlined profile of this copper flask makes it highly popular. Holds 8 fluid ounces.
jacobbronwell.com/kentucky-round-flask

THE FREEDOM FLASK
Combining the best of contemporary and classic techniques, this flask is 100% hand hammered by skilled Jacob Bromwell® artisans. A work of art.
jacobbronwell.com/the-freedom-flask

DOC HOLIDAY EDITION FLASK
Named in honor of one of the greatest time periods in American history: the Old West. Features a detachable copper chain and a rugged leather carrying case.
jacobbronwell.com/doc-holiday-edition-flask

named in honor of one of the greatest time periods in american history: the Old West. Features a detachable copper chain and a rugged leather carrying case.

THe FREEDOm FLASK
Dol HOLiday edItiOn FLASK
KENTucKY ROuND FLASK
THE VERMONTER FLASK

Great things come from Vermont. We took our best-selling Great American Flask and modernized it with a machined copper screw top. Twist, sip, enjoy.

jacobbromwell.com/the-vermonter-flask
THE LIBERTY FLASK

This beautiful and eccentric flask features an off-set spout and our signature green patina finish, achieved through 30 years of aging at our workshop.
VINTAGE MEASURING CUP
Handcrafted of shiny copper with our signature curvy handle, our unique all-copper measuring cup is a beautiful addition to any kitchen.

LEXINGTON MONEY CLIP
Bromwell’s timeless money clip will ensure that you always look well put-together as a man of distinction. Engraving available.

BEN FRANKLIN BEER STEIN
Completely built by hand, our period-correct beer stein is made of copper and holds 30 ounces of your favorite beer. No two are exactly alike.

WASHINGTON COPPER TRAY
Our exquisite copper tray promises to add rustic warmth and style to any kitchen, garden, or living room gathering. An original Jacob Bromwell® design.
made by our master artisans, this classic copper cup can also be used for something other than cocktails, but that would be a shame now, wouldn’t it?

COLLECTOR’S COPPER CUP
A favorite of collectors, our 100% handmade pure copper cup promises to last you for generations. The ultimate toast to America’s rich history.

OLD WEST SHOT GLASSES
Packaged as a Set of 4, our manly copper shot glasses will make you feel just like a settler or an outlaw as you enjoy your favorite whiskey or vodka.

JACK’S MOSCOW MULE CUP
Made by our master artisans, this classic copper cup can also be used for something other than cocktails, but that would be a shame now, wouldn’t it?
BOSTON BLUEPRINT CARRIER
Our stunning blueprint carrier is handcrafted from time-tested copper and features a quality leather strap. Made by red-blooded American artisans.

FLUTED SHOT GLASSES
Unlike our Old West Shot Glasses, these shot glasses are unlined and stackable for convenient storage. Packaged as a Set of 4 and hand-spun.

ELEGANT COPPER COASTERS
A well stocked home bar is not complete without a set of our elegant, all-purpose copper coasters. Packaged as a Set of 4, they are as unique as they come.

AMERICANA MIXING BOWL
Another beautiful kitchen classic from the folks at Bromwell. Our handcrafted copper mixing bowl is guaranteed to last you for generations.

LEGACY COCKTAIL SHAKER
With our copper cocktail shaker, there simply is no classier way to prepare your favorite drinks. You deserve it, and your fine spirits deserve it too.

TIMELESS COPPER THERMOS
The slim, lightweight body and copper construction make this the most beautiful thermos on the market. Keeps beverages hot or cold for hours.

NAPA VALLEY WINE COASTERS
Made specifically for wine bottles, our beautiful wine coasters will banish unsightly rings from your table. Packaged as a Set of 2 and hand-spun.

OLD COUNTRY TOBACCO JAR
Store your favorite blend in our pure copper vessel. This tobacco jar is 100% constructed by hand in America and available for a limited time only.
Whether you enjoy a mild Dominican, or a bolder Honduran, protect your cigar with our solid copper cigar case. The best way to store your favorite stogie.

Our ballpoint copper pen is 100% hand-built. The perfect luxury pen for those who pursue achievement and value classic American elegance.

Keep your smokes crush-proof with our pure copper cigarette case. It’s hot-tinned on the inside and impervious to nearly everything but envy.

Bridger Copper Ash Tray
If you enjoy the ritual and relaxation of a good stogie, this is the perfect accessory. Made in America by red-blooded American men and old-fashioned tools.

James Madison Cigar Case
LEWIS & CLARK COFFEE POT
Handcrafted from pure copper, our unique coffee pot holds 7 cups and promises to bring a touch of early American life to your kitchen.

Bronson Cigarette Case
Bronson Cigarette Case
ADMIRAL’S COPPER PEN
Our ballpoint copper pen is 100% hand-built. The perfect luxury pen for those who pursue achievement and value classic American elegance.

James Madison Cigar Case
If you enjoy the ritual and relaxation of a good stogie, this is the perfect accessory. Made in America by red-blooded American men and old-fashioned tools.

James Madison Cigar Case
A classic copper kettle will never go out of style. Made from pure copper, over 20 hours of labor goes into each copper tea kettle that we produce.

Bronson Cigarette Case
Keep your smokes crush-proof with our pure copper cigarette case. It’s hot-tinned on the inside and impervious to nearly everything but envy.

Bridger Copper Ash Tray
Bridger Copper Ash Tray
Keep your stogies safe and secure with our solid copper ash tray. It’s the perfect companion for your cigar.

Admiral’s Copper Pen
Admiral’s Copper Pen
Our ballpoint copper pen is 100% hand-built. The perfect luxury pen for those who pursue achievement and value classic American elegance.

James Madison Cigar Case
James Madison Cigar Case
Whether you enjoy a mild Dominican, or a bolder Honduran, protect your cigar with our solid copper cigar case. The best way to store your favorite stogie.

Bridger Copper Ash Tray
If you enjoy the ritual and relaxation of a good stogie, this is the perfect accessory. Made in America by red-blooded American men and old-fashioned tools.

Bronson Cigarette Case
Keep your smokes crush-proof with our pure copper cigarette case. It’s hot-tinned on the inside and impervious to nearly everything but envy.

Bridger Copper Ash Tray
Bridger Copper Ash Tray
Keep your stogies safe and secure with our solid copper ash tray. It’s the perfect companion for your cigar.

Admiral’s Copper Pen
Admiral’s Copper Pen
Our ballpoint copper pen is 100% hand-built. The perfect luxury pen for those who pursue achievement and value classic American elegance.
For a limited time only, you can order our famous All-American Flour Sifter in our special copper finish! A flour sifter unlike any other and a rare find.

Queens City Pie Safe
Crafted in the traditional American style, our Queen City Pie Safe is designed to store or carry pies, muffins, cookies, and other perishables.

Eastman Dog Bowl
Your dog deserves the very best. This pure copper dog bowl by Jacob Bromwell® is tin lined and designed especially for your four-legged friend.

Pure Copper Funnel
Built from copper, the modest dimensions make it ideal for slipping into your pocket or handbag. The perfect companion to any of our flasks.

Deluxe Flour Sifter
For a limited time only, you can order our famous All-American Flour Sifter in our special copper finish! A flour sifter unlike any other and a rare find.
We do not accept returns on damaged products caused by accident, damage caused by mishandling via airline or third-party shipping companies, personalized merchandise (i.e., custom engravings), third-party alterations, and/or extreme wear and tear, including excessive wear and tear on vintage and antique Jacob Bromwell® products.

Excessive wear and tear is not a failure of materials or workmanship; it is simply the natural course of any well-built product. If your Jacob Bromwell® product has served you well but is showing a lifetime of normal use, we hope you’ll consider buying a replacement to last another lifetime.

Please note that all returned items are subject to a 5% restocking fee (this fee is waived if we shipped you a defective item or an incorrect item). Shipping charges back to our offices are to be paid for by the buyer and are non-refundable. Any original shipping & handling charges, as well as any applicable sales taxes, are also non-refundable. If you wish to return a Jacob Bromwell® product that you purchased through a third party reseller, you must contact that store directly regarding your request.

Refunds are issued in the original form of payment. You can expect your refund within two weeks of mailing in your package (though in many cases you will receive the refund sooner). This time period includes: 3-5 business days for us to receive your return, 3-5 business days for us to process your return, and 2-3 business days for your bank to process the refund request.